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Summary:
A teacher who plans is a teacher who delivers successful lessons. This book reviews the multitude 
of decisions teachers face in planning basic lessons as well as more complex forms such as 
integrated, differentiated and problem-based instruction. Models, planning templates and sample 
plans are presented in teacher-friendly formats to help teachers develop planning proficiency.

Powerful Lesson Planning Models provides a user-friendly, practical application of best practices in 
instructional planning for both the novice and experienced teacher. Classroom examples show how 
to tie content to learning standards and present it clearly to students. By weaving together theory, 
ideas and tools, author Janice Skowron offers teachers a step-by-step decision-based process for 
facilitating and focusing the learning process.

Key selling points:
• Focuses on four instructional design models – basic, integrated, differentiated and problem-

solving – in order to suit teachers at a range of stages and develop professional skills 
progressively.

• Blackline masters to help make planning effective for the range of students in the classroom.
• Useful 'reflective practice' and 'inner dialogue' sections in each chapter to assist teachers in 

understanding their progress. 
• Concise outlines of current educational theories such as Multiple Intelligences 

and models of curriculum integration.

Supporting resources:
• How to Differentiate Instruction (PE4565)
• Tools for Teaching and Learning (HB6614)
• Differentiating Instruction with Style (CO705X)
• Teacher's Toolbox: Integrating Instruction and  
 Units for Society and Environment (4033)
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